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AUTOMATIC TRAY SEALER
Reepack SKINUP system

Today, the packaging industry is a diversified global market that requires 
significant efforts in R&D. In 2010, industry estimates valued the global 
consumer packaging market at USD 395 billion . For instance, the UK market for 
food and drink packaging alone was estimated to be worth over GBP 5 billion. 
These are significant numbers, reflecting the order of magnitude of an industry 
with massive international significance.

However, there is a tremendous amount of diversity and individual influences 
within each sector of the packaging market. Innovation is certainly one of the 
driving factors behind the dynamic nature of this global industry.

The increasing demand for a high-quality packaging stimulated manufacturers to 
find innovative solutions that would make the packaged goods more attractive to 
the public and, at the same time, increasing shelf life. The ‘SKIN’ packaging 
process is a clear example of this market trend. In the effort to keep up with such 
a dynamic and international industry, Reepack is pleased to introduce an 
important technical innovation. Reepack’s experience in the SKIN-packaging field, 
gave the company the possibility to move a step ahead introducing the concept 
of ‘SKIN-UP’ packaging. Through this innovative packaging method, products 
that exceed the volume of the tray can be packaged in SKIN by going over the 
tray height for up to 40 mm.

Key features of Reepack’s Skin-Up packaging:
- Different food products can be processed: fresh meat, cheese, poultry, fish, 
seafood and ready meals
- Increased shelf life, film with barrier properties
- Easy opening, 
- 3-D effect
- Product kept in position, new possibilities for the tray exposition 
- Less risk during goods transportation and storage

The Skin-Up technology is an ideal application on Reepack’s automatic tray sealer 
models ReeFlex and ReeMatic. The new die set concept requires high flexibility – 
both in construction and functioning, which can be easily achieved by means of 
the aforementioned models. 

This particular packaging process, a Skin packaging of a product that comes out 
of the tray, requires a complicated and accurate project planning in order to create 
a packaging machine that gently adapt the film on a high product without 
changing its visual qualities. During planning, our engineers have to consider the 
different characteristics of the products as these can affect the final result. 

Reepack’s Skin-Up device involves a pre-heating station that prepares the film for 
the upcoming deformation. The pre-heating station acts on shape by copying 
the format dimension, and on place being close to the die set. As a matter of 
facts, this solution aims to improve efficiency and reduce film consumption by 
heating only the exact amount of film needed according to the size of the tray.

Furthermore, the die set features a dome shaped sealing plate, which at the same 
time ensures both the product loading and the film heating – according to the 
sealing plate dimension. Once both the product and the film are properly 
positioned inside the die set, the Skin-Up process can begin. Then, a double 
vacuum circuit made of five independent electro-valves and soft air ventilation, 
ensures the best Skin-Up effect.

The whole process can be monitored and adjusted through the machine’s 
Control Panel. This touch screen PLC allows the user to monitor the parameters 
and adjust the different settings in order to match the different combinations of 
product and packaging materials (trays and skin films). 
The good feedbacks received at Interpack 2014 exhibition shows the 
attractiveness of Reepack’s Skin-Up technology outcome and encourages the 
Reepack Team to keep on developing innovations to meet new market 
evolutions.

Reeflex 150 Technical Detail:

• Electrical supply: 3/N/PE 400 V AC 50 Hz 
• Electrical Power: 20 kW
• Machine Dimensions : 5001x914x1815 mm
• Machine Weight: 800 kg
• Free Loading Area Length: 2000 mm – with 4 free positions
• Machine main movements: Servo Motors
• Control panel: Touch screen
• Microprocessor control: PLC- Siemens
• Vacuum pump: up to 300 mc/h
• Machine Cycles: 5-6 cycles/min
• Overall construction: Stainless Steel

Die Set Technical Data

• Format: 182 x 253 (B6 model)
• No. of Trays: 2 cavities
• Maximum Over Height: 40 mm2 
• Maximum Product Height: 100 mm3  
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